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Let (X, C, p) be a measure space and S be a semigroup of measure-preserving 
transformations T : X -+ X. In case r(X) < co, Aribaud [l] proved the 
existence of a positive contractive projection P of L’(p) such that for every 
f EL+), Pf belongs to the closure C,( f ) in L*(p) of the convex hull C( f ) of 
the set {f 0 T : T E S}. In this paper we extend this result in three directions: 
we consider infinite measure spaces, vector-valutd functions, and LP spaces 
with 1 Q p < 00, and prove that P is in fact the conditional expectation 
with respect to the o-algebra n of sets of X which are invariant with rtspect to 
all T E 5’. 
Let (X Z: cc) b e a (not necessarily finite) measure space, E a 
Banach space and S a semigroup of measure-preserving trans- 
formations T : X -+ X, that is, such that A E .Z =z- T-lA E Z and 
p(T-lA) = p(A). Put Za = {A E Z; p(A) < CO}. A function 
f : X ---t E is Z measurable, if for every set A E Z,, there exists a 
sequence (fJ of step functions of the form ZyAl * z, with Ai E 2 and 
zi E E, such that f, -+ f, CL--a.e. on A. For 1 < p < co we denote 
by LsP(Z, p) or by LEp the space of Z-measurable functions f : X -+ E 
with / f 1 E Lp, endowed with the usual seminorm (1 f Ilp = 11 f 1 lip .
Functions which are equal CL-a.e. will be identified. We denote by 
V, the union of the spaces Lg with 1 < p < co. We denote also by 
J%lo& 4 or Lkloe the space of locally p-integrable functions 
fL; X -+ E, that is, such that fvA E L$ for every A E 27, . The space 
El00 contains all the spaces LEE with 1 < p < co. For every set 
L CGIOC we denote by Ls the set of S-invariant functions f E L, that 
is such that f( TX) = f(x), p---a-e., for every T E S. A set A E 22 is 
said to be S invariant if its characteristic function va is S invariant. 
Denote by /l the class of all S-invariant sets A E Z, and put 
A, = {A E A; p(A) < co}. 
* Visiting at the University of Pittsburgh 1970-1971. 
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THEOREM. Assume that every set of .Z,, is contained in a set of A, . 
Then for every Banach space E there exists a unique linear projection 
PE : V, + V, (and in case (X, Z, p) is localizable [6, p. 161 there 
exists a unique linear projection PE : Li,,, -+ Lk,,,,) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) PR is positive; 
(2) PE(f 0 T) = PEf for every T E 5’; 
(3) I/ P~fll~ < II f Ilp < co for 1 <p < 00. Moreover PELEp = 
(LEP)S = L,P(A, p) for 1 < p < CO [and also for p = CO, in case 
(X, 2, p) is localizable] ; 
(4) If E, F are Banach spaces and u : E -+ F is linear and 
continuous, then P,(u 0 f) = u o PEf; 
(5) If E, F, G are Banach spaces and (u, v) --t u - v is a bilinear 
continuous mapping of E x F into G, then 
$ PEf * g dp = 1 f * P,g dp, for f E LEp and g E L$, U/P) + O/d = 13 
(provided that P,g is dejined, in case q = co); 
(6) If f E Lg, 1 ,< p < 00, then PEf belongs to the closure 
Cp( f ) in LEp of the convex hull C(f) of the set (f 0 T; T E S}. 
We remark that X is S invariant, so that, if p(X) < co, the 
hypothesis is superfluous. If p(X) < CO, p = 1, S is a group and 
E is the space of scalars, the theorem was proved, using a different 
method, by F. Aribaud [l]. We shall prove that PE is the conditional 
expectation EA with respect to A. 
Proof. The proof will be divided in several steps. 
(a) It is easy to verify that (1 is a o algebra, and contains all the 
negligible sets of 2:. Moreover a function f : T -+ E is /l measurable 
if and only if f is Z measurable and S invariant. In fact the step 
functions .Z’P)~( * zi with Ai E A and xi E E are S invariant. Since S 
invariance is preserved by pointwise convergence CL-a.e., it follows 
that every /1 measurable function is S invariant. Conversely if 
f : X -+ E is Z measurable and S invariant, then for every Bore1 set, 
B C E and every T E S we have T-l( f-l(B)) = (f 0 T)-l (B) = f-‘(B) 
hence f -l(B) E (1, that is, f is (1 measurable. 
(b) We define now the conditional expectation EA . Let f E L&,, 
and AE&. Consider the finite measure space (A, ZA , pA), where 
ZA = (B E Z; B C A} and pFLA = p 1 Z, . A function h defined on A 
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will be identified with the function h’ defined on X, equal to h on A 
and vanishing outside A. The function fv, belongs to L,l(A, ZA , pA), 
therefore (see [2,4, 5, lo]) th ere exists the conditional expectation of 
fvA with respect to A, = {B E A; B CA), which will be denoted 
here by EdfyA); namely, EA(fv.4) : X -+ E, vanishes outside A, is 
A, measurable, hence A measurable, and satisfies 
j, EdfP)A) dtL = JBfqA dp for BEAM. 
If now f E L,$‘, 1 < p < co, f vanishes outside a sequence of sets 
of Z of finite measures. From the hypothesis we deduce that f vanishes 
outside a sequence (A,) of sets of A,, that we can take mutually 
disjoint. We define then the conditional expectation E,f by 
and the definition is independent of the sequence (A,). The function 
Ellf is characterized by being A measurable and satisfying 
1, E” f 4 = s,f & for AE&. 
If, in addition, (X, .E, p) is localizable, the conditional expectation 
E4f exists for every function f E L&,,c ; namely, E,,f is the function 
defined (uniquely p---a.e.) by (EA f )yA = E,( fyA) for A E A, and is 
still characterized by being A measurable and satisfying 
s, EA f dcL = j, f &, for AEAO. 
It is clear that EA is a projection. 
We shall now verify that E* has all the properties required for P. 
Condition (1) is easily verified. 
(c) To verify Condition 2, suppose that Elif and E,(f 0 T) are 
defined for every T E S. Then for every A E A, we have 
hence, E,(f 0 T) = EAf. 
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(d) Let us verify Condition (3). The inequality /I E,fII, < 
I/f/, < 00, 1 < p < GO, is easily verified, first for functions vanishing 
outside a set of fl,, , and then for every function f for which E,f is 
defined. It follows that E,L,p(Z, p) = Lfl(fl, p) for 1 < p < CO 
[and even for p = 00 in case (X, Z, CL) is localizable]. 
From (a) we deduce that L,p(fl, p) = (LsP)S and Condition (3) is 
satisfied. 
(e) Condition (4) is easily verified. For Condition (5) we prove 
first that 
EA(f -g) = EAf *g, for f ELPP), g ~WV)> U/P) + W!?) = 1. 
We start with g = P)~ with B E A. For every A E (1, we have 
AnB~fl~and 
j, gE,f 4 = j,,, EAf & = j,,,r 4 = jAfm & = j, Edfg) dcL, 
hence gE,,f = E,,( fg). This equality remains true for step functions 
g EL&~). If now g is arbitrary in L,*(A) and if A, is the support off, 
then we can find a set B, E (1 of o-finite measure with A, C B, and a 
sequence ( gn) of step functions of @(cl) converging to g, p---a.e. on 
B, and with I g, I < g for every n. Then fg, -+ fg, p---a.e. on X and 
Ifg,l < lflkWIJ ence, by Lebesque’s dominated convergence 
theorem, fgn + fg in L, i. It follows that En(fgn) --+ E,( fg) in L,l. 
Also, E,,f - g, --+ E,f * g in L, l. Since En( fg,) = EA f * g, for every n, 
it follows that EA( fg) = E,f * g. 
If now, fELg,gELF 9 and if both E*f and E,, g are defined, 
we have 
E/,(f + E,g) = EAf * E,g = E,(E,f * cd, 
therefore, by integration, 
jf%gdy.= jE,f-GtL. 
(f) It remains to prove Condition (5). We prove first that if f 
is a p-integrable step function, then C,( f ) = C,,( f ) for any finite 
p >, 1 and p’ > 1. In fact, let A be the support of f and B E A, 
with A C B. Then h = hv,, for every h E C( f ). Moreover 
II h IIP G llf II8 for h E C(f). 
If nowf E C,( f ), we take h, E C( f ) with h, -+ h inL2 and pointwise. 
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Since 1 h, 1 < yB Ilflloo E Lp’, by Lebesque’s dominated convergence 
theorem we have h, --f h in LP’, hence h E C,(f), so that 
C,(f) = CxAf)* s ince p and p’ play a symmetric role, we have also 
q(f) c C,(f)* 
In particular, we have C,(f) = C,(f) for 1 < p < co. 
(g) If f is a p-integrable step function, then E,f E C,(f), 
1 <p < co. In fact, if f = & vAizi with A, E Z,, and xi E E, and 
we denote by E,, the finite-dimensional space generated by x1 ,..., z, , 
we have C(f) C Lie C LE2; and since L& is closed in LE2, we have 
C2(f > E Go . 
Let H be a Hilbert space having the same dimension as E, , and 
let u : E, -+ H be a linear bijection. 
Consider the linear mapping U : Lz6 --t LH2 defined by Uf = u of 
forf EL&. Then II Uf II2 < II ull Ilf II2 forf EL& and 
II Ff’ 112 G II u-l II llf’ II2 for f’ELH2. 
We have then U(C(f )) = C( Uf) and U(C,(f)) = C,( Uf). Now 
C,( Uf) is closed and convex in the Hilbert space LH2, hence there 
exists a unique element h’ E C,( Uf) with 
II A’ II2 = WI g’ II2 ;g’ E C2( W>. 
If T E S, then h’ 0 T E C,( Uf) and 11 h’ 0 T (I2 = 11 h’ iI2 so that, by 
the uniqueness of h’, we have h’ 0 T = h’. Then h = U-lh’ E: C,(f) = 
C,(f) and h 0 T = h. Moreover EAf = h. In fact, let E > 0 and 
let ci > 0, Ti E S, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, with ~Ci = 1 and 
Using E,h = h and E,(f o TJ = E,,f we deduce that II h - EAf Ilp < E. 
Since E is arbitrary, it follows that EAf = h, hence EAf e C,(f) = 
CPU )* 
(h) If f ELEP, 1 < p < co, then EAf E C,(f). In fact, let 
(fn) be a sequence of step functions of L$ converging to f in Lg. Let 
E > 0 and N(c) > 0 be such that 
Then 
for n > N(E). 
II Exif - Enfn lls -=c 6, for n > N(r). 
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Since for each n 3 N(E), we have E,,fn E C,(f,), there exist 
c n,l P'**Y cm > 0 with Cl=, c,,~ = 1, and T,,, ,..., Tnss E S, such that 
(1 Exifn - i cn,ifn 0 Tn,i /I < E. i-1 9 
But 
II; Cn,if 0 Tn,i - 1 cn,ifn Q Tn-i z Ii B 
hence 
consequently E,,f E C,(f). 
(i) Finally, let us prove the uniqueness. For every Banach 
space E, let P, be a projection satisfying the conditions of the 
theorem. For f E L P, 1 < p < co, we have PR f ELP(A, p) and for 
A E (1, we have ya E LP(A, p) hence Ppp,., = qA . It follows that 
lAPRf dtL = \ f . PRV’A dp = j f * ‘?A + = j-, f dp 
for every A E (1, , hence PRf = EAf. 
If fELP, 1 < p < co and x E E, then fx EL$‘, hence, by 
Condition (4), 
PE(fi) = zPRf = zE* f = E&f ). 
We deduce then that PEf = EAf, for every f E LEE; hence PB = EA . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. The hypothesis has been used essentially in step (f) 
to deduce C,(f) = C,(f ), for step functions f E LEE. 
It also has been used to prove the existence of the conditional 
expectation EAf for functions f E LB, 1 < p < co. Anyway, EAf 
can be defined for an arbitrary u-algebra /l C 27 [3,6-g]. 
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